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Make excel your workplace weapon 

Course introduction 
 

This is an era of data-driven operation, data determining countermeasures and data changing 

the future.Whether it is a massive database or a simple table, it can further tap the value of data 

and make use of data.Among many data analysis tools, excel is the most commonly used and 

easy to use analysis tool.Excel data analysis function is very powerful, coupled with power Bi 

series components, it will be more extensive and profound!However, before data analysis, we 

need to reasonably analyze the data prepared in the early stage, extract useful information, form 

a conclusion and make the best decision. 

Power query is a data connection technology based on Excel Bi components, which can be 

used to discover, connect, merge and optimize data sources to meet the needs of analysis.It 

mainly arranges, cleans and combines the data through the graphical interface. The 

conventional operation basically does not need the user to use complex functions to get the 

desired results.Data collation is powerful and easy to use.In particular, it can instantly merge 

thousands of workbook data with ease.The real data has shifted greatly. 

Suitable for people 
  Marketing, administrative secretary, human resources, financial accounting, warehousing and 

logistics, etc; 

  Students who have more contact with data and need to improve data analysis and use 

efficiency. 

Course income 
  Understand the application of power query in Excel data automatic summary; 

  Master effective data cleaning specifications and do not sort out invalid data; 

  Master the skills of data acquisition, conversion and sorting, realize "self-service" and 

"automatic" processing of business data, and improve work efficiency;L explain the actual 

operation of a large number of cases, deal with practical work problems, and learn to deal 

with a variety of non standardized multi table data processing methods. 
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Course outline  

I. excel financial data analysis report 
 Pivot Table  
 Pivot Chart  
 slicer  
 Analysis Report    

2、 Excel roster query system 
 Data verification  
 V-lookup  
 column  
 query system 

3、 Excel draws cool dynamic charts 
 Make a simple dynamic query report, 
 cool dynamic interactive chart under Excel  

4、 Visual presentation of power BI data 
 Sales data visualization effect display  
 Sales data visualization embedded PPT dynamic display 
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